86 buick century

Brakes occasionally lock in the rear for no reason. Brought to 3 mechanics and they could not
find the problem. Common with these cars too I guess. And no farther problems. I've had great
luck with this car despite the occasional problems associated with a 20 year old car, and it runs
awesome. I have not had any major problems and other than the brakes occasionally locking up
in the rear, it drives and handles well. By far for owning nearly two years there have been no
major problems and the car seems to provide great feedback when there is a problem, which
allows time to get it fixed. The paint is starting to fade and peel, but, it has served me very well
and even given me awesome gas mileage. The lowest gas mileage I've ever gotten is 20 mpg
and the highest was 28mpg. For a big old car this is amazing, especially considering the amount
of hills I drive up and down, and the fact it sits for the majority of most weeks. Review Date: 7th
February, Power steering never worked on this car - we always drove it like that. It's extremely
hard to do such a thing, but it transforms your arms :. At first the car worked perfectly and
nothing went wrong. Everything started to go wrong after I started abusing it. This car is
unbelievable. I bought this car in Oklahoma and took it to my native Mexico. Like I said, it was
perfect for the first year, then I started to abuse the car. And with that I do mean abuse. It's not a
4X4 car, but this piece of crap has crossed arroyos and has gone up hills most trucks won't
dare to. It is not fast, but wow this car has taken such a beating that if Buick would know, they
would buy it from me because it would make them so proud. I've raced it on dirt roads! Going
mph on a dirt roads is extremely dangerous, but it's so much fun. I have used to crash into my
friends car at slow speeds, but you do that and see if you like the result. It is reliable for a Buick
and it seems they are well made. I wish carsurvey had a way to upload pictures so people could
see how bad this car looks We nicknamed it "el punk-o-mobil" cuz we are punks and we are
extreme! And this old car showed us that Buick has balls.. Review Date: 31st January, Very
reliable car if you treat it good. This car is great for commuting to work, or just cruising around
town. I've had some problems with the driver side window motor, but other than that, the
interior is in great condition! This car has more power than you think, with a 3. It can easily peel
out which I have done one too many times. If you maintain this car, it will perform a whole lot
better. In conclusion, this car is great if you are looking for affordable comfort, and a good car
to get to work everyday. I give it 9 out of Review Date: 26th August, I agree, I just recently
bought a used Buick Century from someone. They said they bought it brand new, so I figured it
would be a hunk of junk. But surprisingly, the car was a dream. I don't know of any other 20
year old car that runs as good as this car. The interior hasn't lost it's charm and it runs like a
dream. I have one too, it's a buick century limited and it runs so good, that and it look better in
the inside that a lot of people keep telling me to sell it, but I don't want too cause its too good,
and its in the best condition. I owned a century when it was new and its the reason why me and
my family changed to Honda's. Anyone who had the 3. The 3. Too bad you waste money on
Hondas - a good used Century is like a grand or two. When I got it, the belts were also badly
worn out and replaced. The car had original miles without a tune up - performed a tune up.
Computer went at One belt snapped and broke at Oxygen sensor went at General Comments:
I've had great luck with this car despite the occasional problems associated with a 20 year old
car, and it runs awesome. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete
this review. Faults: Well, a lot of things had done wrong with it. Rust, rust and more rust. Inside
materials fall off easily. Engine leaks oil. After k or so, the windows don't roll down, just small
issues. General Comments: This car is unbelievable. Heater Core went out at 90, miles.
Replaced Water pump at 94, miles. General Comments: Very reliable car if you treat it good.
Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Next Page of
Reviews Write a Review. Thanks to Bill S. And, like the rest of the Century line from this vintage,
this is a front-wheel-drive car. You can see that the paint needs work. Very rare, in fact, with just
over 1, of them made in , the only year that they were produced. The graphics were shipped in
the trunk for dealer installation, so some of them never made it onto the cars. They were all
equipped with a four-speed automatic transmission with overdrive and the interior looks great
in this example. I agree on both counts. Some quick research says there were only built. Which
just over does ring a bell when I was ordering Buicks at that time. Very interesting, though if
you could get a GN, or even a Skyhawk T-Type turbo, I can see why the s were so low on these.
These light A-bodies with the torquey 3. I drove a handful of cars with this engine and its
successors. Good engine, decent platform for the era , but ugly and poorly executed. Our
T-Type was a 4 door, but it was the same basic package as the 86 GS. The car was quick, but
had terrible torque steer. The problem was it was poorly built, and the local Buick dealers stunk.
In less than 15, miles it had the transaxle rebuilt once, and eventually replaced. I had it to 4
different dealers, and none of the could ever fix it, or cared. Eventually Buick sent me to a dealer
that was over an hour and half away, who was able to correct a lot of the issues. My first and
last Buick. One thing that still sticks out in my mind was the tach. Under the speedometer, it had

a small, straight line, digital tachometer, had was basically useless. It looks like the GS has the
same tach. A common correction here. The was released in as the LN3 Series 1. It shared
almost zero components with the earlier 3. The later Series 2 and finally series 3 engines went
on to set records in both volume and durability numbers worldwide. Monday, Apr. Why do I
always get a car that would work for me just after they sell or have been deleted??? OK so it
was the summer of 86 and i had ordered my 87 Grand National in January. I saw a group of kids
riding in one of these and it confused the hell out of me seeing the badging on it which looks
like GN badging. So i followed them and waited till it was parked. After closer inspection i was
just further confused as it had the GN interior also so i called my salesman from a payphone
before cellphones. I was at a so the payphone was right there by the car. What is it? That counts
for something. Had the base model 3. I had, drove with pleasure and sold an 86 Buick Century
Convertible. Somebody buy this and do what it needs. I would but I have no room. Nice find,
Scotty. Maybe they sent a lot of them to California where I was at the time. Attractive, ashamed
that they deleted it. And in Bristol Connecticut a two hour drive from Brooklyn. Nice car. They
were a lot of fun to drive. Not a powerhouse but adequate, and handled quite well. Lots of fun in
the corners. Other than that it is in amazing condition! My husband has the Buick Grand
Sport,new paint job on the car, then went into storage. He loved that car. If I new how to post a
photo on this site I would let you see it. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here
to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our
free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in.
Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Buick. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments David
Zornig. Chebby Staff. Boatman Member. After 11 days this should be GONE. It is. Sanity Factor.
Like to take the same sc i have in my 99 Riv and see how it would runâ€¦ 1. Fiete T. L67
powertainâ€¦. Big Len. Alexander Member. Monday, April 15th? In a time machine maybe. After
closer inspection i was just further confused as it had the GN interior also so i called my
salesman from a payphone before cellphones I was at a so the payphone was right there by the
car. Todd Fitch Staff. First this car is an insult to the previous GS models. Second, the
distributorless engine, no thanks. I have had too many with major problems. David Miraglia.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily
email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! User Account.
Browse Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. No Modifications Available. Thrashercharged Nov 13,
Why this package was only available for 1 year is unknown to us, as the were essentially
carryover models and virtually identical the model. It may have just been too costly and
volumes were too low. After , the largest engine available in the A-bodies would be the Buick
little brother to the 3. The LG3 gave the Century spirited performance in this relatively
lightweight vehicle lbs , although it is definately modest by today's standard. Although powerful
for its time, the HP LG3 pales in comparison to wh
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at it would eventually become as the GM Flint engineers kept squeezing more and more power
from those 3. Although not quite as rare as the Century GS, were made in they're quite unique
as well. It doesn't look too bad in the photo, but the rust is much worse up close in reality. New
doors, fenders, deck lid and rear quarters are probably the way to go, and unfortunately, donor
vehicle 2-door coupes are getting hard to find! Now who said FWD cars can't do burnouts? But
for it's grandson - a modified L67 - it's just a matter of putting the pedal to the metal. We just
thought you'd like to see the pics. Here's something you won't find anywhere else - a Century
GS on a dyno! So how much power did she put to the ground? About what we'd expected - just
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